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Chairwoman Waters, Ranking Member McHenry, Members of the Committee, thank you for the
opportunity to testify today.
In March of 2011, I had the honor of joining the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, and that
is where I would like to start today—by recalling what this country looked like in 2011. Because
if we are to have any meaningful discussion around the mission and future of the Bureau, it is
important to recall what people’s lives looked like—what this nation looked like—as the CFPB
opened its doors.
It had been three years since the peak of the financial crisis, but for millions across the country,
the crisis was still raging, leaving real, tangible human affliction in its wake.1 Families were
losing their homes.2 Servicemembers were falling victim to financial predators who viewed them
as dollar signs in uniforms.3 Everyday Americans were targeted with bogus add-ons and hidden
fees, leading to financial ruin by a thousand cuts.4
And this affliction was fueled by companies that had no shame when stealing the last dollar in
someone’s bank account in order to pad their own bottom line—in large part, because they knew
they could get away with it. The combined force of these ripples of deceit and devastation left
millions of shattered families and shattered dreams.
Across the country, American families needed someone—needed their government—in their
corner. That is where the CFPB stepped in.
The United States Congress created the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau to serve as this
desperately needed lifeline to the families being pushed off the edge of a financial cliff.5 It was
the Bureau’s job to look out for people who were being crushed by a financial industry whose
nefariousness knew no bounds.
And that is exactly who we helped. We helped the family who was at the brink of an illegal
foreclosure. We helped the servicemember who was preyed upon by a predatory lender. We
helped the single parent who was having her wages garnished after unlawful debt collection
efforts.
But that was not our only job. From those early days, all the way until November 2017, we had
an equally important mission: make sure that something like this never happened again. We were
tasked with making sure another recession was not spurred on by the same systemic illegal
conduct that drove the last one.6 We were tasked with protecting against practices that, in
totality, could lead to trillions of dollars of lost household wealth.7 We were tasked with fixing a
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broken credit market that declared open season on American consumers, and in turn, destroyed
the nation's economy.
And every day we went to work, we knew that millions of American families depended on us to
do exactly that.
Were we perfect? Of course not. But the work we did during those years mattered. Between July
21, 2011 and November 24, 2017, the CFPB:
•

Put $12 billion back in the pockets of American families;8

•

Created rules for mortgages that halted the worst practices that drove the financial crisis;9

•

Returned over half a billion dollars to borrowers who were discriminated against by their
lender;10

•

Created servicing protections that prevented tens of thousands of homeowners from
defaulting on their mortgage and created a pathway for more than a hundred thousand
people to dig out of delinquency;11

•

Cracked down on dubious payday lenders making loans they knew could never be repaid
and trying to collect on debt that was not legally owed;12

•

Sought to swing open the courtroom door for consumers seeking justice and relief for
wrongdoing;13

•

Implemented and oversaw the credit card protections that this very Committee worked so
hard to pass and saved American consumers billions of dollars;14

•

Obtained hundreds of millions of dollars in consumer relief as a result of supervisory
activity;15

•

Worked with the Department of Defense to close loopholes exploited by unscrupulous
companies targeting military families;16

•

Handled over a million and a half consumer complaints, including more than 60,000 from
student loan borrowers;17

And so much more.18
Each action by the Bureau meant real money back in the hands of hard-working families. Each
action meant real oversight and protections that kept their money there in the first place.
From the day it opened its doors, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau listened. We
listened to the millions of borrowers ripped off at every turn and we took action.
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We demonstrated to hundreds of millions of people that the federal government had their back.
Because the Consumer Bureau had one simple mission—protect consumers.
There were no mixed messages. There was one message—protect consumers. We were there to
make sure our neighbors, our grandparents, our children—your constituents—were not being
ripped off by big banks or small scams.
And that work mattered.
Over the course of my seven years at the CFPB, I traveled all around the country and talked to
thousands of people. Out of all of those conversations, the one unifying theme was that consumer
financial protection matters.
People are not buying a house in cash or cutting a check to pay for their car or paying for their
children’s full college tuition with what they have in their savings accounts. Americans rely on
credit—and a well-functioning credit market—to accomplish each of these goals.
But the stakes are much bigger than simply credit markets.
At stake is the character of our country. At stake is the answer to whether the American dream—
a house to raise our family, a car to get to work, a college education to earn a better life—will be
the province of only a select few, while the rest have their money stolen at every turn, or worse,
face denials and discrimination based on factors like race or sex.
That is why the CFPB matters. That is why this hearing matters. That is why this Committee’s
work matters. Because consumer financial protection matters.
And that is why the actions of the Trump Administration and the political leadership installed at
the Bureau have been so devastating.
The last 15 months at the Bureau have been plagued with inaction and incompetence, all under
the guise of some supposed ideology.19 The political leadership has engaged in costly vanity
exercises while real people are getting hurt.20 They have prioritized the wishes of the most
powerful financial companies in America over the needs of the very people they were tasked by
Congress to protect, all under the selective invocation of “statutory restraint.”21
The fact of the matter is that the efforts of Mick Mulvaney and Kathy Kraninger have hurt—and
are continuing to hurt—real people. Their actions have hurt families. Their actions have hurt
communities. And in the process, their actions have hurt our nation.
And perhaps the most poignant example of this is how their actions are hurting the 44 million
Americans with student loan debt.
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The Student Debt Crisis
Forty-four million Americans collectively owe $1.56 trillion in student loan debt.22 Student debt
is now the second largest class of consumer debt in this country, larger than both auto and credit
cards, behind only mortgages.23 And people are drowning under the weight of this unprecedented
burden.
Last year, over a million borrowers defaulted on their student loan.24 These borrowers joined the
one-million-plus borrowers who defaulted the year before that, and the year before that.25 In fact,
every 28 seconds, another borrower defaults on their student loan. Today, more than eight
million student loan borrowers are in default.26 Another five million are at least two payments
behind—borrowers we can expect the system to fail as we continue to do nothing.27
But it is not only those who are behind on their loans who are struggling. For every borrower
who misses a student loan payment or defaults on a debt, there is another borrower who is
struggling to buy a home,28 start a business,29 or save for retirement.30 Student debt has imperiled
access to these key pillars of the middle class for far too many Americans.
We now see evidence that declines in household formation and homeownership are being driven
by student debt—creating barriers to economic mobility for borrowers across the country.31 One
study found that rising levels of student debt resulted in 400,000 fewer homes purchased by only
millennials over the last 15 years.32 Another study showed that student loan borrowers are less
likely to stay in rural communities, raising questions about the impact student debt is having on
rural economies across America.33 We are also beginning to see how this debt fuels economic,34
gender,35 and racial inequality,36 inhibits asset accumulation,37 accelerates wealth gaps,38 and
carves out a generational divide that, even in the best of circumstances, will take decades to
erase.
After piling historic levels of debt onto an entire generation, we push them into a market plagued
with harmful and illegal practices that drive them to financial ruin.39 Collectively, this adds
billions of dollars of additional student debt to household balance sheets, damaging the financial
future for millions of people.40
From student loan servicers41 to for-profit schools,42 from debt collectors43 to private student
lenders,44 from private equity firms45 to debt relief scams46—we have seen entire industries build
their profit models off of taking advantage of student loan borrowers.
And that is what the Bureau worked to stop. For the first time, 44 million people had a champion
in the federal government. From the work of Elizabeth Warren and Rohit Chopra up until the day
Richard Cordray left, the Bureau fought on behalf of the tens of millions of our fellow
Americans with student debt.
We helped servicemembers47 and disabled veterans.48 We helped teachers and nurses.49
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We helped borrowers in all 50 states and every US territory.50 We helped borrowers of every
age, from the 18-year-old being targeted by for-profit schools, to the 83-year-old navigating her
loan disability discharge.
Student loan borrowers were being ripped off from before they even got their first bill, until they
paid off their last loan, and we were there to help.51
We took enforcement action against those who broke the law, from small scammers to large
financial institutions like Wells Fargo, Discover, and Navient.52
Our perspective was clear—if you were chasing the American dream, you should not be ripped
off at every turn.
And we worked with anyone and everyone who wanted to help student loan borrowers, from
federal agencies like the Departments of Education, Treasury, and Justice,53 to state law
enforcement,54 to city governments.55 But most importantly we never shied away from doing our
job. Our job was to independently enforce and implement the consumer financial protection laws
of the United States against providers of consumer financial products and services—even when it
made those in the Administration—in any Administration—uncomfortable.56
We were an independent agency that utilized every authority bestowed upon us by Congress—
from supervision to enforcement, from documenting complaints to helping individual consumers.
And it worked. In those seven years, the CFPB returned more than $750 million to student loan
borrowers.57
But almost immediately upon the arrival of Mick Mulvaney and his political appointees, this
work came to a grinding halt. For example:
•

In December of 2017, the Bureau refused to publish findings documenting how large
banks such as Wells Fargo were siphoning off the last dollars of vulnerable students on
college campuses through legally dubious fees;58

•

In February of 2018, the political leadership of the Bureau blocked attempts by career
staff to alert the Department of Education to the far reaching harm borrowers would face
due to the Department’s illegal and unprecedented attempts to place student loan
servicers above state consumer protection laws.59 The Education Department’s effort was
publicly rebuked by the National Governors Association,60 the Conference of State
Banking Commissioners,61 a bipartisan group of 25 state attorneys general,62 and
Members of Congress on both sides of the aisle.63

•

In May of 2018, the political leadership of the Bureau shuttered the only office in the
federal government whose sole mission was protecting student borrowers against
predatory practices in the financial sector.64
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•

In May of 2018, the political leadership of the Bureau withdrew a planned student loan
servicing rulemaking that would have provided enhanced consumer protections, leaving
student loan borrowers with fewer protections when compared to consumers in nearly
any other consumer market.65

•

In July of 2018, the political leadership of the Bureau refused to document concerns
raised by the Offices of Servicemember Affairs and Students about how the proposed roll
backs of accountability regulations of for-profit schools would disproportionately harm
military families.66

•

As documented in public accounts throughout 2018, there exists significant questions
about the extent to which the Bureau is engaged in full and robust supervisory oversight
of the private sector companies that manage $1.2 trillion in federal student loans on
behalf of 42 million people.67 There remains real and substantial questions about whether
the Bureau’s political agenda has left a trillion-dollar blind spot in the nation’s financial
markets.

And since I left the Bureau in September of 2018, this abdication of responsibility has continued.
The position of the Student Loan Ombudsman, as mandated by Congress, sits vacant.68 The
Bureau’s congressionally mandated student loan complaint report remains unwritten.69 The
Bureau has once again failed to highlight how big banks continue to take advantage of students
on campuses across the country.70
Perhaps most disconcerting is that, in the last 15 months, it is impossible to cite a single
significant or substantial action that the Bureau has initiated on behalf of the 44 million student
loan borrowers in this country.
There is no ideology that justifies these actions—or more accurately—inaction. The complete
abdication of the Bureau’s responsibility for this market will have real and lasting consequences
both for American families and the larger economy. Shielding companies from the consequences
of their lawlessness is not “making markets work.”71 Protecting Betsy DeVos from the
consequences of the Department of Education’s failures is not “conservative.” The Bureau is not
meant to be a political appendage of any administration—particularly one that is flailing as it
mismanages the trillion-dollar portfolio it holds.72
The last 15 months at the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau reflect a fundamental lack of
seriousness in the work that Congress tasked the Bureau to perform and willful negligence in
addressing the deep, systemic problems that plague borrowers owing the second largest class of
consumer debt in this nation.
Keeping the Promise
And that is why the work of the Financial Services Committee is so important—both in terms of
oversight and policymaking.
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The student debt crisis is more than a higher education policy issue. It is a significant—perhaps
the most significant—consumer finance issue threatening our nation at this time.
We cannot continue to treat student loan borrowers as second-class citizens simply because the
word “student” comes before the word “loan.” Student loan borrowers face breakdowns and
harmful practices that we would simply never permit in other markets. We cannot only focus on
making the system better for the next applicant while ignoring the plight tens of millions of
people face every day.
Because right now, we have a trillion-dollar black hole in our financial markets. Millions of
Americans with student debt are falling further behind as their federal government coddles
predatory players.
So, thank you for asking the tough questions of this Administration. Thank you for taking on the
challenge to make sure that student loan borrowers have the rights and protections that exist in
nearly every other debt market.
And I would like to close with this: the student debt crisis is not political. It knows no ideology,
and it has no bounds—rural and urban, young and old, black and white.
Over the last two weeks, I was in both Oregon and Massachusetts—states that are three thousand
miles apart, yet share this in common: their elected leaders are working together, in a bipartisan
fashion, to stand up for student loan borrowers.73 Their leaders understand that an entire
generation is being crushed by student debt, and these borrowers need help.
We cannot forget the promise the federal government made to American consumers back in
2011. Because these people are still standing at the edge of that cliff. They need that lifeline. And
they are relying on our promise never to let something like this happen again.
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